The Creation of Woman: John Paul II and Emmanuel Levinas

SUMMARY. The story of Creation of the woman in the Bible is controversial subject throughout the centuries. The history of philosophy and theology shows the development of different doctrines and teachings about this subject. In the teaching of saint pope John Paul II the very fundament of women's dignity is actualized in the XX century. Parallel with Christian view, some aspects of Jewish approach by philosopher Emmanuel Levinas will be analyzed. The theology of the Creation proposes some answers to feminism discussions and problems.
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Introduction

What is the beginning of a human being? What is the beginning of humanity? Where is the beginning of man and woman? What is humanity? People have always searched for answers to these questions.

Does the story of Creation provide an answer, or maybe these questions appear when the divine Creation is forgotten? Maybe they appear when we confront ourselves with this unusual narrative?

Probably it is not so simple to read, listen and comprehend this ancient story for people today since we have our own ideas and opinions about this subject. It seems that we know the events better, as if we were present there. In truth we believe that we have “invented, fulfilled and managed” it all ourselves. However we sometimes do not understand why we can’t handle it. Indeed the story of Creation can provoke very different reactions in us. It might be a smile, indignation, anger, incomprehension,
resignation. This demonstrates to us that the people today can’t accept it literally or maybe they can’t accept it at all.

Today we shall deal with two personalities who provide us with authentic and objective reading of the ancient narrative. Following the theme of the conference and trying to put some limits to the broad subject of Creation, we shall focus on Revelation of Creation of woman and its possible interpretations.

Our goal is to get a better knowledge of the commentaries about the Creation of woman and the theology of body by the holy pope John Paul II as well as philosophical meditations about the biblical version of Creation of woman, about the special place of woman in the story of Creation by the philosopher Emanuel Levinas.

We shall try to compare the texts, quotations and conclusions of the pope and the philosopher. Both of them were inspired by phenomenology. This common background provides similarity in their style and method of thinking. Emanuel Levinas was a student of Edmund Husserl and Martin Heidegger, but Karol Wojtyla was a student of Roman Ingarden. Although the broad horizon of his thinking can’t be reduced to classification of religion, John Paul II represents Catholicism and Christianity. He is open to other religions as we can see from his initiative to organize meetings and prayers with representatives of different religious traditions.

Emanuel Levinas represents Judaism, however the experts have pointed out that his philosophical style differs when he gives the commentary to Talmud or writes about Judaism. In relation to the texts of Talmud Levinas himself says that he interprets them not as rabbi or talmudist, but as philosopher: “Very conditional (relative) Talmudist.” He always pays great respect and shows humility towards the specialists of Talmud who are listening to him. His aim is not to enter the field of Theology, but to discover the philosophical perspective to the texts of Talmud.

1. Creation of woman in the teaching of pope saint John Paul II

In this part we shall focus on the selected texts in which John Paul II deals with the question of Creation of woman. One can but admire the rich heritage of texts left to us by the holy pope! Encyclicals, homilies, speeches, exhortations, books, poetry… He has written about various subjects and his heritage has been the subject of detailed research. For example, a voluminous work has been devoted to “theology of the body”

---

of John Paul II, which we shall use in our research. The theme of Creation of woman is considered also in apostolic letter *Mulieris dignitatem*, in his catechesis and several other works.

He writes:

> How very significant is the dissatisfaction which marks man’s life in Eden as long as his sole point of reference is the world of plants and animals (cf. Gen 2:20). Only the appearance of the woman, a being who is flesh of his flesh and bone of his bones (cf. Gen 2:23), and in whom the spirit of God the Creator is also alive, can satisfy the need for interpersonal dialogue, so vital for human existence. In one’s neighbour, whether man or woman, there is a reflection of God himself, the definitive goal and fulfilment of every person.\(^5\)

When God creates Eve the situation is different – she does not come into the world of otherness. Her friend and comrade, who is alike, is waiting for her. However Adam has no idea of her origin. The Creation of Eve is also related to the primordial loneliness of Adam as well as his deep sleep, his rib which is used for the Creation of Eve.

No man has experienced such loneliness as Adam.\(^6\) Even a spaceman who is lost in the space has memories about his childhood, family, friends and colleagues. Adam does not have this experience. He even does not know that there is somebody in this world similar to him. Somebody whom he can call – other. Human being.

Saint John Paul II describes the meaning of the word *tardēmāh*.\(^7\) In Hebrew it means “deep sleep”. It substantiates the condition that a man has no conscious participation in the Creation of woman.\(^8\) In the Greek translation of LXX the word *ekstasis* [ecstasy] is used, which literally means “going out of oneself”. It is interesting that this word is used in the phenomenology of religion describing the mystical experience – ecstasy – which is related to the psychological feeling of delight. It is also used in philosophy, especially in phenomenology to describe various states of consciousness, particularly state of transcending or moving beyond the consciousness. To be out of oneself in this context will mean to be beyond man, in a way – to be a woman:

> “Not only can we infer that Adam was “ecstatic” upon discovering the women, but ecstasy literally means “to be outside oneself”. And what is it that comes “outside” of the man? Woman. To go “outside oneself” also seems to connote the “sincere gift of oneself.”\(^9\)

---

7. In English: *torpor*.
Can I ask to oneself, in the deepest compassion – what the women feels, how she feels. It is an invitation to find the difference and otherness.

The inability to experience ecstasy can mean also some other aspects: it can point to the inability love the other person, communicate and understand the other. Frequently we remain isolated: we do not go out or into ecstasy not willing to leave the zone of our comfort and prejudices. We hesitate to enter the field or territory of joy and delight and so remain on the side of safety and precaution, protected and not taking the risk. Thus we do not gain many divine gifts not been able to die to ourselves.\(^{10}\)

The relation between man and woman can be compared to dying to oneself. In order to open towards the otherness and difference we have to accept that we are limited. It is not possible to become a copy of the other person, even if we passionately desire to imitate them, to feel, speak, think and act exactly like they. By that God wants to reveal the unique value of each person to us!

What kind of “assistance” does Adam find in the woman? She is created from the rib – flesh. Does it mean that this is a more subtle, different matter? And by that can we ask again about the sameness and otherness, human nature – its uniformity and essential mutual similarity?\(^{11}\)

John Paul II pays our attention to the difference of psychophysical structure of man and woman. This difference involves mutual supplementation\(^{12}\), unity of persons which we contemplate in the Holy Trinity, thus approaching *comunio personarum* – communication of persons in marriage and Covenant where the highest level is union, fusion – contemplating God face to face (*visio beatifica*).\(^{13}\)

2. Emmanuel Levinas’ “And God created woman”

Where is the birthplace of femininity? Which is the moment when it becomes clear that the other half has to be added – something that is missing in masculinity, something that reveals itself in Creation as fullness of the divine image – to complete the wholeness.

Paradoxically Levinas goes beyond the habitual borderline of masculinity and femininity by showing the place of tenderness, delicacy and caress in masculinity. Do

\(^{10}\) Cf. John 12:24.


\(^{12}\) Cf. intersubjectivity in phenomenology by E. Husserl vs. marriage – two become one body.

the courage, strength and wisdom appear in the arsenal of tropes and attributes of the notion of the feminine? They do – if not directly, literally or strikingly then by all means as analogy or necessity.\footnote{Cf. Poirié, Op. cit., 20–21.}

The fact or version of Creation of woman in Revelation – only few sentences in the Bible – can be reduced to three basic elements: woman is created separately; she is created after Adam or the first man; she is created from his side or “rib”. The Revelation reminds us that Adam did not find suitable helper which was similar to him. During the Creation of woman he is in the state of peculiar sleep, but after the Creation of woman he praises God for the wonderful gift by which he is saved from the primordial loneliness.

For Levinas, the feminine enters from philosophical perspective, \textit{post factum}, from different \textit{phenomena}, from deep introspection into consciousness. It is not necessarily related to the story of Creation: we can understand the context – the neglecting and even mocking attitude towards the content of the narrative of Creation of his time. However the biblical aspect is present in a muted way, between the lines, so that everybody can understand it. Therefore the whole consideration and deduction of femininity in the texts by Levinas is like a conclusion or summary of the order of Creation. It gains sense and justification in the narrative of Creation.

Analysing the specific philosophical terminology of Levinas the scholars and experts come to the conclusion:

Levinas’ characterization of the beloved as feminine marks an exception to the dominant tendency in the philosophical tradition to speak exclusively of men. This is often done without acknowledging the differences between the sexes, which are sometimes construed as secondary to the primal identity of the human, notwithstanding that that identity has invariably been understood in male terms. […] In defence of Levinas, it should be pointed out that he also describes women in extremely positive terms as “master superiorly intelligent, so often dominating men in the masculine civilization she has entered” (TI 264). Indeed, at times Levinas seems to suggest that what he is calling “femininity” and “masculinity” cannot be reduced to actual differences between the sexes, but emerge rather as “way to be” for both the sexes […].\footnote{Peter Atterton and Matthew Calarco, \textit{On Levinas} (Belmont (US): Thomson Wadsworth, 2005), 43–44. The abreviation TI = “Totalité et infini”. Atterton/Calarco says: “Of course, this leaves unanswered the question why Levinas should use the name “feminine” to refer to one group of attributes that is supposedly shared by both sexes.” (Ibid., 44).}

However this ambiguity has to be seen in its dynamics, in the context of the progress of the development of philosophy. The dignity of woman in the society and in different institutions is gradually consolidating, and the common is gradually becoming self-evident. The innovativeness of John Paul II is a testimony to it. Do the various
aspects of the feminine allow us to see the link with the concept of Creation of woman as it is formulated in the biblical genre? As we have seen already Levinas peculiar notion of the “femininity” has several essential features. Along with the statement by Atterton several aspects should be mentioned:

**Habitation provides the condition for the subject to relate to the outside world in a different manner. There is a feminine element in the home. Levinas says, although he explains that what’s at stake here is not the empirical presence of a woman in every house. The feminine is welcoming the subject and, as Levinas’ analyses show, the welcoming Other makes it possible for the subject to participate in the ethical.**

**Levinas – philosopher or Talmudist?**

Philosophy does not deal with the problem of Creation of woman in the same manner as Theology which interprets the facts, texts and historical versions of Revelation offered in the Bible. However the question about the origin of man is also philosophical. It does not lose its mystery even when more and more distant stages of human appearance in the world are discovered.

Whereas in the readings of Talmud Levinas reminds that he is not traditional or classical interpreter or commentator of Talmud. Even if there are such elements in his reading, he approaches the text of Talmud as philosopher, as thinker, who is free and does not remain in the broad ocean of Talmud.

A great deal of Levinas texts about woman and femininity do not contain any reference to biblical story about the origin. Feminism “jumps” into his views without necessity to support it with the narrative of Creation or to use this story as foundation for his conception of woman. Probably it is a matter of broader research – how does Levinas understanding of feminism, femininity and woman is rooted not only in phenomenology, but also in the attentive reading of Bible and Talmud. May be we shall find some remarks in the texts we have chosen from Levinas and let us keep this broader perspective for the further research the feminine.

Levinas’ books devoted to the readings of Talmud are published by publishing house *Les Éditions de Minuit*. The second collection (out of five) of the readings of Talmud texts – *From Sacred to Holy* – reminds about an episode in colloquium where fr. Stanislas Breton during his lecture asked to borrow Old Testament for quoting, but

---


Levinas refused to give it saying that: “It is a sacred text!” He compares the relation between the sacred and holy with relation between totalitarianism and closeness or proximity. Sincerity, friendship, love and divine presence is related to holiness. Sacred is linked to reverence, discipline, unconditional obedience and order. Sacred text infuses with “fear and trembling”. However if this text becomes holy it invites to be in dialog with the Holy. We can ask ourselves – shall this text be refused to us if we do not take it in our hands with particular piety, reverence and dignity. We can say the same about any text, so that we do not lose its content, understanding and essence.

In his book *From Sacred to Holy* the title of the fourth reading is “And God created woman...”. First Levinas offers a fragment from Talmud which he is going to comment on. In the process of reading the text of Talmud we are surprised about the unusual links which bind the habitual story of Creation of woman with surprisingly unusual quotations from the Holy Scriptures. In a literal translation “You enfold me from behind and before, and lay your hand upon me” The root of the Hebrew word, which in English is translated as “created”, appears to be “constructed” or “erected”. The construction of the sentence here is inverted in comparison with translation. It is not something unusual in Semitic way of expression and “to construct” in this context means “to arrange”, “organize”. Therefore we can say that woman is “arranged” or “organized”.

The commentators of Talmud explain: “From behind – the last created, from before – the first one to punish.” This reminds the imperative of responsibility so characteristic to Levinas for which so many arguments can be taken from the ethical exactingness of Talmud.

One of the most surprising statements by Levinas in his analysis of the story of Creation: “The humanity – it is not freedom. The humanity – it is Obedience.” Indeed, he writes “Obedience” with a capital letter to stress the peculiar, deep and spiritual meaning of obedience. However this statement is equally related to man and woman.

Levinas pays attention to the differences of translations: he prefers the rabbinical translation, where next to the word “side” appear other meanings – “face” and “tale”. Rabbis are discussing where was the “side”. Levinas points out that woman was created from the human unlike Adam, who was created from the “dust”. It is by no means secondary or second-hand, but a genuine act of Creation. It is complete equality between the masculine and feminine. The role of woman is house, home, shelter. Man cannot survive without it. Creation makes him responsible.

---

20 Cf. also *Lev* 10:12.  
21 Emmanuel Levinas, *Du sacré au saint*, 130.  
23 Ibid., 136.
his interpretation of Talmud is using the notion “original sin”\(^{24}\) without any hesitation. Obviously in the context of European and Western culture this notion has become self-evident.

3. Comparison

In the third part of investigation our task is to compare the commentaries and textual analysis of both thinkers so that we can conclude – what is common and what is different for both of them. No doubt that a comparison of thinkers in some aspects is an exciting activity and sometimes in this process the comparison becomes an end in itself. However the comparative method has several goals which derive from the structure of the method. To compare means to estimate, decide which is better and which is worse; which is more and which is less correct. In this case however we should restrain ourselves from such evaluations and find, discover the novelty of each thinker which he offers to our conception about the Creation of woman.

The different

In the beginning we can indeed conclude that their approach is different. Their goals are different – as fulfilment of the vocation. However in the search of truth the thinkers want one and the same – to discover the truth and to announce it to their contemporaries.

Holy pope John Paul II fulfils this task by strengthening his brothers of faith, inviting all people to Christ and revealing the unusual and at the same time true perspective of the habitual things.

Levinas as philosopher and interpreter of Talmud, for the contemporary reader – participant of colloquium – in the particular sense which was described earlier – discovers the meaning of the ancient texts for today. The problems he offers to solve are immediately proposed for discussion in the colloquiums and we can get acquainted with them in several publications.\(^{25}\)

What was the aim of Levinas? Animation of Talmud for those who has no other way to get acquainted with this complicated and seemingly chaotic text? To show to the Jews, his brothers in faith that it is also possible to perceive well known things and texts in a different, more uncommon, untraditional and surprising perspective? The

\(^{24}\) Ibid., 138.

\(^{25}\) Cf. Emmanuel Levinas, *Quatre lectures talmudiques*, 9, n. 1. It can be one of the directions of future research – to find out what the listeners and the experts of Talmud think and show their reaction to Levinas approach: how they define their surprise and different reactions, how they accept or decline explanation of the Talmud, and what are their arguments.
studies of Talmud particularly outline the openness to the questions, the denial of numbness and static approach, the “dialectical” elusiveness of the truth. Does the apophatic theology of Dionysius Areopagite not remind us about the same things? God always differs from the ways we try to define him. Therefore the whole truth which the inspired author of the narrative about the Creation of woman wanted to express in this text will remain a mystery to us, reminding about the limits of our knowledge. Nevertheless the fact that we can see and discover makes us to admire the wisdom of the Creator.

John Paul II and Levinas are in agreement that confronting oneself with the inspired text as a treasure given to the mankind, we have to accept it as a gift with gratitude and piety. However we can’t escape noticing the difference in the choice of the basic material, sources of both authors. The text of the Old Testament is more complicated and unapproachable than it can seem from the first glance. The subtle details, which only exegetes can notice, supplement the “infinity” of contexts of Talmud interpretations. Therefore the directions of interpretations already show the difference – both in positive and negative sense – between the fields of thought where each of these thinkers dwell. The commentaries of John Paul II are mostly related to the theology of body and vocation of woman. Levinas starting with different aspects of equality of the hierarchy and gender arrives at pointing out the meaning of responsibility so characteristic to him and reminder about the ethical vigilance.

The Common

The phenomenological approach unites both authors. Although seemingly different, however in their conclusions related to the humanity and ethical values, both authors are in agreement. God in his Creation of man and woman according to His image and likeness has inserted in us the thirst for the divine perfection which in our limited humanity always inspires to strive to divine ideals, to noble and high goals, to the perfection of our persons. Therefore we supplement one another in our way to the divine.\(^{26}\)

\(^{26}\) Cf. Theosis – the doctrine of the Eastern Church Fathers.
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